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The Cultural Plan update that will start in 2016 will set 
the stage for future cultural facility planning, informing  
priorities for future arts and culture facilities. The 
assumptions below are intended to guide the development 
of placeholder sites for future civic and cultural land uses. 

KCT SITE / PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
 To support long-term development of a 

comprehensive Kelowna Community Theartre (KCT) 
site a building footprint of approximately 65,000 sq ft. 
should be protected. 

 A parcel of this size could accommodate a performing 
arts centre of 1200 seats with a secondary 
performance space, multiple rehearsal spaces, and 
adequate patron space on multiple floors. 

 Assumption based on some preliminary research and 
recent study by City of Kamloops where a floor area 
of 53,000sq ft was needed for the programming of a 
similar performing arts centre.  

 Private market uses could be included as part of the 
upper levels of the building, but this would need to 

be done without impacting the technical needs of 
any performing arts space (acoustics, floor to ceiling 
height etc).

 Image above shows footprint on the KCT site.

MEMORIAL SITE
 In long-term (i.e. >10 years) if Memorial Arena site 

was demolished a new arena space could be built 
and accommodated in either Rutland Park or Mission 
Park, reducing operations costs and providing greater 
opportunities for larger tournaments and mens 
hockey.

 At this stage it is challenging to anticipate what 
opportunities exist for any re-use of the Arena, as 
recent investments will provide the facility with 
extended lifespan in short-term (5-8 years). 

 It is assumed the Community Trust will remain on the 
site for forseeable future. 

MUSEUM 
 The Okanagan Heritage museum has a gross floor 

area of approximately 15,000 square feet (including 
offices, archives and storage), and the Military 
Museum is approximately 6,000 square feet. 

 Future museum planning would likely include 
increased exhibition space, consolidated office space, 
increased storage and incorporate City archives.

 Future consolidation would require a minimum 
footprint of 20,000-30,000 sq ft. 

 Some early discussion around a children’s or discovery 
museum has taken place and it is undetermined if this 
is part of a consolidated museum or it is a standalone 
facility (other examples range from 25,000-50,000 sq 
ft).

CITY HALL EXPANSION
 Future city office space needs were investigated in  

2013 by City Staff. 
 City Staff estimates that by  2030 there will be a need 

for an additional 40,000-50,000 sq ft of expansion 
space and could be accommodated in a multi-story 
building. 

 City hall office expansion could be integrated either 
on parking lot adjacent to City Hall or part of a future 
museum redevelopment. 

 Renovating existing City Hall is not practical due to 
previous renovations that limit building structural 
options.  

DOWNTOWN COMMUNITY CENTRE
 Space that could support downtown residents 

community, flexible space to support gathering and 
community development, newcomers, child care and 
community programming etc 

 Given the future likelihood of PRC improvements that 
would be on a community-wide scale, a smaller space 
is more likely to be in the range of 6000 sq ft footprint 
that could be done in coordination with future  civic 
developmetn in the area (for e.g city hall expansion) 

NORTH SIDE OF QUEENSWAY 
 Important to consider uses or occupancies that 

support the Queensway terminal, opportunity for 
Transit-Oriented Development and reduced parking as 
per the My Downtown Plan

 Southern edge of the City Hall parcel and Museum 
parcel is outside of Community Trust, affordable 
housing was scoped in My Downtown Plan.

 Depth of remaining buildable area outside of  
Community Trust is challenging to accomodate a 
functional floorplate with the option to include 
structured parking. Therefore, more effective use of 
this land would be to integrate some component of 
private  development (retail or housing) outside of 
the Trust as part of a larger mixed-use development 
parcel.    
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